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Tell us a bit about your background. What 
drives you and how did you come to your role 
as director of widening participation at King’s?  
All of my work is driven from where I grew up in 
Doncaster. I come from a very modest background. 
I was in a special measures school, but I really loved 
learning and reading. When I was 17 I went on a 
Sutton Trust summer school at the University of 
Oxford and it changed my world view – it showed me 
what was out there and what I was capable of. 

Having that experience was pivotal for me.  
It meant that I applied to highly selective 
universities. I studied English and related literature 
at the University of York. I was very active in 
the students’ union and was eventually elected 
president. I was the first female president for  
13 years – and they only got around to electing 
another female president ten years later. During  

my time at university I did a lot of volunteering with 
local schools. Doing a lot of student ambassador 
work, I realised that you could have a career in 
helping other young people go to university. 

Once I graduated and completed my sabbatical 
year I got a job at the University of Oxford and 
worked there for five years. Four years of that was 
an outreach role, visiting schools and running 
programmes to help young people. In the fifth year 
I did a communications management role. This 
was really important in helping me make the step 
to become director of widening participation at 
King’s, because it gave me that strategic project 
management experience. I have been at King’s 
since 2012. Outside all this, I have been an elected 
politician – I was a local councillor, which gave  
me great experience. I have also been a school 
governor and trustee of a charity. 
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Has being a female from a modest 
background given you drive in your journey? 
I am a feminist and I have been since I was  
young. When you are involved in things like 
students’ union politics, gender becomes very 
apparent. Actually, I found the experience  
of being a female president quite difficult.  
It made me understand that in order to get  
on in life I was going to have to work that  
little bit harder – and to think that little bit  
more carefully about things. 

In my current role as director of widening 
participation, I work with a lot of young  
women and young men as well. I want to be  
a role model for these young people. Gender is 
certainly something that I am conscious of but 
I am also developing people around me who 
have got talent – not just in terms of gender, 
but also diversity strands such as ethnicity or 
people with caring responsibilities, for example. 

The widening participation strategy at 
King’s is very thorough. How have you 
personally shaped the programme since 
it started in 2013? What are its main 
objectives? It’s a five-year strategy, so we’re 
taking a long view. One of the problems with 
widening participation is that we are told to do 
things in one-year chunks through the Access 
Agreement regulations. But actually you need 
to take a much longer-term view of social 
mobility. At King’s we have what is called the 
‘full-cycle’ approach to widening participation 
and that means that we are not just about 
helping students to get in, we help them to get 
on. We start from early ages – we do outreach 
in primary schools and work with third sector 
organisations such as IntoUniversity. We’ve  
got a range of programmes at Key Stages  
3, 4 and 5 to help young people to make  
a supported journey to university. 

We have a contextualised admissions 
process. What is really important to grasp is 
that it doesn’t matter how good your outreach 
is – if you don’t have an admissions process 
that links that outreach through to enrolment, 
young people will just drop out. This process 
includes things like making variable offers and 
contextualised consideration of entry grades. 
Once these young people are at King’s, we 
are really interested in what happens to them. 
What is their academic attainment like? What 
is their extra-curricular experience at the college 
like? What are their labour market outcomes 
like? We scrutinise whether we are offering 
a transformative education and student 

experience. This is because we know from 
research and from our own scrutiny of the data 
that the student experience is highly stratified. 
We need to be conscious of that and help 
people to achieve their full potential. 

The strategy, which is in the public realm,  
is essentially research and evidence led.  
We don’t do anything where there isn’t a clear 
research base for doing it. Everything we do  
at King’s is targeted and evaluated. If 
something doesn’t work, we switch it off – we 
are not afraid to do that. We have an impact 
and evaluation framework, and we also just 
have a few interesting philosophies about how 
we do new things that have not been done. 
For example, opening our own Maths School 
and changing our medical degree to a six-year 
programme for some students and allowing 
them to enter at a lower academic level (we  
find that they excel at the same rate as their 
peers). We don’t want to see a young person  
fall through. If that happens we might as well 
have not bothered. Real change only happens 
with sustained intervention – with young  
people, their families, their schools and the 
whole range of supporting organisations that 
surround them. That is our strategy.

How does this ‘full-cycle’ approach at King’s 
differ from that of other institutions? Do 
you offer support to other institutions? 
The first thing to say is that we do collaborate 
with other institutions through programmes like 
Realising Opportunities. We have a saying in my 
team, ‘old ways won’t open new doors’. We’ve 
got to be more bold and creative about how we 
work with young people. There are a few things 
we do differently at King’s. We have learned 
from the best in the world. We’ve looked at 
Harvard in the USA and adopted some of their 
techniques. We are not shy about seeing what 
works elsewhere and then applying it in our own 
context, and we really hold our feet to the fire on 
evaluation and feedback, which means that we 
can invest in things that make a difference. 

We are really learner-focused, so we think 
about what young people and mature learners 
need. We take time to listen to what students 
are telling us about the programme and  
adapt based on that feedback. We are also  
an organisation that will commission research 
if we don’t know how to work with a particular 
group. Last year, for example, we published  
a piece of research that has since been used 
by a number of universities to understand how 
they might develop a programme for white 

working-class boys. We have produced a very 
exciting report on working with Roma students, 
which was launched in July. I think it’s about 
being honest enough to say that when we don’t 
know enough about a particular group or issue, 
that we have to commission research before  
we undertake any activity.

How important are widening participation 
initiatives in shaping the future of our 
university system? Can they have a 
fundamental impact on its structure 
and quality and in what ways? Widening 
participation is absolutely imperative. Access 
equals excellence. We know that our classrooms 
offer a better educational experience when  
they are diverse, when they are filled with 
people who are talented regardless of their 
background. For me, widening participation 
is about being a talent scout – and someone 
who is supporting talent to fulfil its potential. 

At King’s, we see this as critical to the 
academic health of our institution. That said, 
universities are contending with some major 
macro issues – they are in a semi-marketed 
environment, there are fewer 18 year-olds in 
the general population, there are areas in the 
country where not many people are able to 
access higher education. By offering education 
to as many people who can benefit from it as 
possible, widening participation helps ensure 
the sustainability of an institution. 

How do you reach out to schools and work 
with them in meaningful ways to target 
under-represented groups? We work with 
about 12,000 learners a year at King’s and we 
vary our approach. If a young person is over 
16, we adopt a model of self-selection, so that 
young people can put themselves forward 
for the programme. This is something that 
American universities do very successfully.  
It also means we need minimum input from  
a school. This approach is appreciated by 
schools as teachers don’t need to attend 
activities with those students. This is a very 
independent model of participating in activities 
at post-16 level. It is great because it means 
that we are helping young people to become 
independent, confident undergraduates  
in their first year. 

Further down the talent pipeline, if we are 
working with younger learners it’s different  
– we need productive relationships with 
teachers in schools. What we do for some  
of our programmes in earlier years is co-produce 
(CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE)
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them with schools and teachers. Rather than  
the university telling them what to do, we ask 
them what the challenges are and we talk  
to them about how we might be able to add  
the most value. It is very important that schools 
and colleges have agency over the programmes 
we are delivering.

In addition, we have the Teacher Advocate 
award, whereby people who are entering the 
teaching profession through a variety of ways 
– PGCE schools, Teach First etc. – are supported 
by us in the early years of their career. This is 
fantastic because, first of all, we understand 
the challenges that teachers are facing, and, 
secondly, these teachers have an extra layer of 
support while they are in schools. It also helps 
us to make sure we are engaging with schools 
most effectively. I do think, however, that 
there is an issue for schools at the moment in 
that they are somewhat overwhelmed by the 
number of universities approaching them.

What are the challenges? Where do you find 
the most barriers in widening participation? 
It is all about attainment. That is the thing  
I am most interested in. The strongest predictor 
of whether you go to university is your KS4 
performance. The university’s role in raising 
attainment, its attainment agenda, is key to 
unlocking the widening participation puzzle. 
That is where we will be concentrating our 
efforts over the next few years. 

What is the responsibility of the state and 
in what ways have you personally worked 
with government to address widening 
participation policy? I’ve been involved 
with the Universities UK Ministerial Social 
Mobility Advisory Group, and I was coacher 
of the practitioner reference group that sat 
underneath it. It may sound like an unusual 
thing to mention, but I think it is a great 
example of how people who are on the ground 
trying to affect widening participation outcomes 
have an opportunity to feed up to government. 
If there are things getting in the way of making 
good progress on opening up our universities, 
government needs to know about them. Being 
involved with the group was a really positive 
experience, and I think the report we published 
had a set of really solid recommendations.

I have also attended discussions in Downing 
Street with the prime minister and cabinet 
members about the social mobility agenda, 
or the ‘life chances’ agenda as the then 
Conservative government called it. From my 
perspective, social mobility is here to stay. 

Recently, Justine Greening was saying that the 
life chances agenda was a core part of her vision 
as education secretary. At King’s, we don’t wait 
for the national level issues to come to us – we 
go out there and proactively engage with our 
policy and strategy. 

With your experience of directly working 
with young people who engage with your 
programme, have you seen differences 
between female and male participants in 
terms of motivation or confidence? This is 
really interesting. We struggle to recruit boys 
onto all of our programmes, when they are self-
selecting in particular. Some of our programmes 
a few years ago had a split of 70% female 
and 30% male students. Male learners are 
underrepresented at undergraduate level and 
that is a real issue for us, notwithstanding the 
‘women in STEM’ agenda, which is a separate 
issue altogether. 

Our programmes do have differential 
participation rates. One of the things we do is 
write to teachers and ask them to nominate 
boys for the programmes, or we’ll target 
organisations that are working with young 
males to try to encourage them on to activities. 
Increasing participation by white working- 
class boys is a challenge – you have to get  
in there much earlier, before KS4. The key  
thing with male progression, particularly  
with white working-class boys, is to get  
them to do post-16 education. 

Do you think gender is an issue for widening 
participation programmes? I think gender 
is relevant particularly in the intersection with 
other characteristics. So for example black 
Caribbean boys are a focus for us at this 
moment in time. It’s a constant balancing  
act in terms of all those characteristics and how 
we recruit to programmes. But there is certainly 
a place for targeted activities that tackle 
discrete pockets of under-representation. This 
is how we approach things at King’s. We work 
with the Amos Bursary to encourage young 
black male students to progress to King’s and 
we work with the Inner Strength Network, which 
helps young women with their educational 
progression. As ever, it’s about getting the  
mix of activities right to tackle under-
representation wherever it might lie. 

We have a variety of techniques for dealing 
with that including heavy use of social media 
and targeted advertising campaigns. We also 
work with community organisations that have 
relevant cohorts of students within them, such 

as supplementary schools and church groups. 
We are interested in getting more students  
from Latin American heritages onto a couple  
of our programmes so we have been working 
with community organisers in Lambeth to 
connect with these communities and to 
encourage them to take up the opportunities  
on offer. The most effective method, of course, 
is to use the students who have already been  
on the programme.

What is the significance of widening 
participation in the creation of a just 
society? One of the strongest correlations  
on how people voted in the referendum  
on EU membership was level of education. This 
speaks to a broader point, which is education 
and access to it – one of the defining features 
of civil society in my opinion. Widening 
participation is a social justice issue with 
implications for the future health of the UK.  
If we don’t make the best use of our talents,  
we are not going to be a successful global 
player. It is an issue for universities because  
we want the best students for our classrooms. 
And it’s an issue for individuals – people  
deserve to have the opportunity to make the 
best of themselves, and universities can and 
should play a role in that. 

How do you think the HE sector can 
best work together to tackle widening 
participation issues? There needs to be 
much more collaboration. We need faster 
adoption methods of good practice. If we know 
something works, we shouldn’t be shy about 
rolling it out across the sector. Most importantly, 
we should get the evaluation and impact 
element up to speed. This will drive adoption 
and good practice across institutions and ensure 
cost effectiveness. This would be my three-point 
plan for accelerating and widening participation 
across the sector. 

I would just urge universities to be bolder 
in how they think about their widening 
participation activities. We need to be more 
creative in how we approach what is a major 
challenge. My principal always says that if you 
are not getting widening participation right, 
you are failing at a core mission of being a 
university. It is called equity. No matter whether 
you are King’s or any other institution, it is  
a fundamental part of what universities stand 
for. If you are intelligent enough to benefit  
from higher education then you deserve to 
access to it wherever you come from.

THERE IS CERTAINLY A PLACE FOR TARGETED ACTIVITIES THAT TACKLE DISCRETE POCKETS OF UNDER-REPRESENTATION


